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$10,000,000 2

FUNDING

$50,000,000 CC

VALUATION

25 CC

EMPLOYEES CH

DESCRIPTION

Taurus is a Swiss-based company specialized in 

digital assets and distributed ledger technology. 

Taurus aims at building one of the first regulated 

digital asset exchanges for securities. It currently 

offers institutional-grade financial services and 

market infrastructure used by leading banks, 

exchanges and technology firms in Switzerland 

and abroad to securely store, administer and 

transfer digital assets. Taurus was founded by 

experts coming from the banking, asset mana-

gement, regulatory, as well as blockchain and 

cybersecurity fields.

COMPANY NAME

Taurus GroUp

Token Ticker:

N/A

Sub-Category:

Broker, Trade & Exchange

$1,500,000 CC

FUNDING

$22,000,000 CC

VALUATION

6 CC

EMPLOYEES CH

DESCRIPTION

A Dynamic and innovative investment advisor 

with the mission ti provide simple access to 

the world of blockchain and crypto.

COMPANY NAME

Token Suisse

Token Ticker:

N/A

Sub-Category:

Broker, Trade & Exchange

$52,500,000 CC

FUNDING

$54,156,198 CMC

VALUATION

20 2

EMPLOYEES CH

DESCRIPTION

Nexo is the leading crypto lending provider, that 

has built its reputation in the blockchain world 

with its signature Instant Crypto Credit Lines™ 

and Earn Interest product, which is accessible 

via the Nexo Platform or Nexo’s Mobile Banking 

Solution. The company has processed $1B+ 

for a continually growing 500K+ user base. 

Nexo is in the final stages of launching the 

Nexo Card which will allow crypto holders to 

utilize Nexo’s Instant Crypto Credit Lines™ for 

instant ATM withdrawals as well as small and 

large purchases all over the world.

COMPANY NAME

Nexo

Token Ticker:

NEXO

Sub-Category:

Lending & Funding

$N/A

FUNDING

$28,000,000 CC 

VALUATION

16 CC

EMPLOYEES CH

DESCRIPTION

The Cryptix Group is a full-service provider that 

realises digital payment and exchange solutions 

that make life simpler for consumers and busi-

nesses. The Cryptix brands eCredits, eWallet 

and Blocktrade will be particularly critical in 

achieving our vision. This platform will combi-

ne many services such as payments, trading 

and investment, and banking and insurance in 

one app, the eWallet. In early 2020, we expect 

to launch eCredits, the first blockchain-based 

e-money tied to the euro. To create a regulated 

financial marketplace, eCredits has applied for 

the EMI licence in Liechtenstein. At the same 

time, Blocktrade is in the process of applying 

for the MiFID II licence in Liechtenstein.

COMPANY NAME

Cryptix

Token Ticker:

N/A

Sub-Category:

Payment & Stabletoken

$10,000,000 CC

FUNDING

$20,000,000 2

VALUATION

5 Li

EMPLOYEES CH

DESCRIPTION

CustoDigit’s asset platform is a one-stop-shop 

developed entirely for regulated financial servi-

ces institutions. The company enables them to 

provide customers full access to digital assets. 

The integrated platform allows customers to 

manage the entire life cycle of their assets, in 

a convenient and secure way: from storing to 

trading to tax statements.

COMPANY NAME

CustoDigit

Token Ticker:

N/A

Sub-Category:

Wallet & Vault

$2,400,000 CC

FUNDING

$25,000,000 CC

VALUATION

9 CC

EMPLOYEES CH

DESCRIPTION

flovtec is an award-winning leader in the field of 

liquidity provision for digital assets (d@ssets). As 

a key player in the Blockchain ecosystem flovtec 

fosters price stability and reduces transaction 

costs, for the benefit of all market participants. The 

firm is built on three pillars: a highly experienced 

and visionary team, tested investment strategies 

and a professional operational structure. The 

team is comprised of Blockchain pioneers with 

detailed insights into the ecosystem of digital 

assets and its future,  experienced asset mana-

gement professionals with proven track records 

and quants that can deploy investment strategies 

in a quick and efficient manner.

COMPANY NAME

Flovtec

Token Ticker:

N/A

Sub-Category:

Broker, Trade & Exchange


